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A novel  homozygous mutation in the CASR gene in  A neonate with 
severe primary hyperparathyroidism; A case report.

INTRODUCTION
Neonatal severe primary hyperparathyroidism (NSHPT,MIM239200) is a potentially lethal autosomal recessive disorder characterized by severe
hypercalcemia , markedly elevated serum PTH levels and skeletal abnormalities that include multiple fractures , demineralization and erosions(1).
Children present with failure to thrive , poor feeding, lethargy and respiratory distress at any time in the first six months of life , however, symptoms
often manifest in the first few days after birth. NSHPT is often refractory to medical therapy and requires surgical treatment with subtotal
parathyroidectomy or total parathyroidectomy with autotransplantation(1,2,3,11). Prompt diagnosis and early appropriate intervention for NSHPT is so
crucial to avoid death or devastating neurological sequelae (1,2,3,11). NSHPT is secondary to biallelic loss of function mutation in the CASR gene that
encodes the calcium sensing receptor (CaSR) (4,5,6,7) . It is located at chromosome 3q13.3-q21.1 as it spans over 50 kb of genomic DNA and has a
coding region of 3234 bp, which is contained within 6 exons (7,8). About 200 Mutations have been previously described in the CASR gene can result
in gain or loss of receptor function. Gain of function mutations are associated with autosomal dominant hypocalcemia while loss of function mutations
are associated to two recognized phenotypes ; familial hypocalciuric hypercalcemia(FHH) and neonatal severe primary
hyperparathyroidism(NSHPT)(8,9,14,15 ). The calcium –sensing receptor (CaSR) is a G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) family member that adjusts the
extracellular calcium set point regulating PTH secretion and renal calcium excretion . CaSR is expressed in various tissues but mostly in the parathyroid
chief cells and in epithelial lining of renal tubules (5,6).

OBJECTIVE
Is to report clinical and
genetic findings in Saudi
baby boy with NSHPT due to
a novel homozygous
mutation in the CASR
transmitted as an autosomal
recessive trait that has never
been described and to run
over the monitoring of his
biochemical data
throughout the clinical
course.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS
A-3200 grams –male newborn with 39 weeks gestation was born to first degree consanguineous Saudi parents by normal vaginal delivery after eventless pregnancy. On the postnatal 10th

day , he was hospitalized via our pediatric emergency room for poor feeding , hypoactivity and moderate dehydration .His physical examination was largely unremarkable . Laboratory work 
up revealed   an incidental severe hypercalcemia 5.4 mmol/l (N:2.1-2.7), hypophosphatemia 0.76 mmol/l(N:1- 1.95) , 25- Hydroxyvitamin D  59.3 nmol/l(N:75-250) and  markedly elevated 
PTH level 55.7 pmol/l (N: 1.6-6.9). So the diagnosis of NSHPT was suspected, He was connected to intravenous fluids in the form of 0.9 normal saline double  maintainance volume   along 
with intravenous frusemide 1-2 mg/kg BID  in an attempt to induce diuresis . Low calcium formula was introduced and intravenous glucocorticoid therapy was added. Calcium levels , 
initially , went  down but remained significantly in the hypercalcemic references. In order to intensify  the treatment we added pamidronate therapy however because of  respiratory illness 
we did hold after a single  dose(10,13). Calcimimtic drug is not available in our instituition(10,12 ). Skeletal survey  revealed generalized osteopenia and demineralization with minimal 
erosion in the right femur , no pathologic fractures were noted (fig1). Neck ultrasound failed to demonstrate enlarged parathyroid glands and renal sonograghy was negative for stones and 
nephrocalcinosis . 99M-TC-sestaMIBI scan showed homogenous uptake of the radiotracer and no evidence of parathyroid adenoma (fig2). Molecular analysis identified  a homozygous 
inactivating mutation in the CASR gene  , so the diagnosis of NSHPT  was eventually  established. On the 25th day postnatally and  as intensive  medical therapy has failed to restore 
eucalcemia,  surgical intervention was considered. Total parathyroidectomy with autotransplantation of a portion of a gland in the  right sternocleidomastoid muscle was carried out . 
Histological examination of parathyroid glands revealed diffuse chief cell hyperplasia consistent with NSHPT (fig 3). He was transferred to NICU where he stayed in for 72 hours , extubated , 
successfully , on the 3rd day post operatively. Post operative Hypocalcemia (1.8 mmol/l) ensued on  the 2nd day so parenteral calcium infusion and alfacalcidiol commenced and continued for 
few days till oral intake is established. The follow-up of the patient for biochemical profile throughout the course of  treatment is  shown in (table 1). The child is currently at age of 18 
months  exhibiting normal mile stones and anthropometrics for age  and maintaining  eucalcemic values on 1 mcg of oral alfacacidiol (table 1).
METHODS : Both parents have signed informed consent and protocol was approved by the research ethics committee at king fahad armed forces hospital- Jeddah.  Genomic DNA  was 
extracted from peripheral white blood cells for   the patient and his parents , 5 cc of blood collected from each one in EDTA tubes using the standard methods and sent to unilabs in 
Germany. The gene /regions of interest was captured with trusight one kit (Illumina) . High throughput sequencing on Miseq sequencer. Bioinformatics analysis restricted to CASR 
(NM_001178065.1 , mean depth of reads : 102+/- 33, coverage 100%). PCR amplification and bidirectional sanger sequencing of the exon 7 of CASR gene was undertaken. This analysis  
technique  can not detect mutations in the promotor repeats and large deletions or duplications. 

RESULTS
A sequence variant in the CASR was identified ( G>T point mutation at nucleotide c. 2084  In exon 7 ( c.2084 G>T) resulting in the replacement of 
Glycine with  a big Valine at codon 685 (p.Gly685Val). Two copies of this CASR variant were present in the genome of this neonate while  A single copy 
of the CASR variant was present in both of the clinically and biochemically normal Parents , confirming that the pattern of transmission is consistent 
with autosomal recessive inheritance . This region is a very well conserved region of the protein , namely  the transmembrane domain , Which is 
indeed very important for regulation of the channel and is recognized as mutational hotspot for hypercalcemia. It is a very rare variant  ,  not present 
in the exome aggregation consortium ( ExAC) nor in the Clin Var databases and  following the ACMG guidelines is classified as likely pathogenic.

CONCLUSION
We, hereby, report the identification of a novel 
homozygous loss of function mutation in the CASR  gene 
Gyl685Val in this Saudi neonate with severe 
hypercalcemia which has never been described before. 
Unaffected parents were heterozygous carrier. Functional 
studies are needed to examine the role of this mutation 
in CASR activity.
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Figure 2

18 months post 

parathyroidectomy

6 months post 

parathyroidectomy

2 weeks post 

medical treatment 

(Day of OR)
On admissionReference valuesTest

2.342.63.315.442.1 – 2.7 mmol/LCa

1.982.11.280.761.45 – 2.1 mmol/LPo4

0.10.72161.255.781.6 – 6.9 pmol/LPTH

13119812527970-250 U/LALP

90.679.274.259.375 – 250 nmol/L25-OH vitamin D
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